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PRESS RELEASE: MANUAL BREAST PUMP 

 

Breast-feeding with style 
 
Award Winning Manual Breast Pump - for discerning 

mums 

 

The New Manual Breast Pump supports an independent lifestyle for 

mums and allows dads and grandparents to take part in that special 

nursing experience. Made with BPA-free materials, it gives 

trendsetters that proven MAM sense of security. 

 

Breast-feeding is the simplest and best way to feed babies. There are 

times though, when every mum wants a little space and time to relax. For 

just this reason, MAM has developed, along with doctors, midwives and 

experienced parents, a well-thought out solution for comfortably and 

safely expressing milk: the Manual Breast Pump. It perfectly combines the 

advantages of breast- and bottle feeding. And, it gives that feel-good factor - for dads too. Simple, comfortable and 

efficient expression for more flexibility. 

 

 The Manual Breast Pump is comprised of only four parts and can be assembled in no time. This means all 

parts are simple and easy to clean. 

 The expressing strength can be easily adjusted at any time with the innovative selector dial.  

 The funnel is both soft and flexible: Four soft pads give it a comfortable feel and secure hold. Able to turn 

360°, the funnel is perfect for any pumping position and always fits securely. 

 

Award winning Manual Breast Pump 2012 

The MAM Manual Breast pump won the Loved By Parents Silver award for Best Manual 

Pump 2012. 

 

BPA-free addition for trendsetters 

 

Discerning mums can make a fresh style statement with the New Manual Breast Pump. 

Smart design and trendy colours support that unique nursing feeling. Trendsetters are on 

the safe side, too: the Manual Breast Pump is made of BPA-free plastic. It meets parent's highest expectations and 

gives babies a perfect start in life. 

 

Feeding management: Perfect interaction of MAM Breast-feeding products 

 

MAM combines function and design to provide quality of life for parents and babies. Be it storage solutions, Anti-

Colic or breast pads and shields; the entire breastfeeding range is perfectly coordinated because "smart products 

help parents fully enjoy the nursing experience and easily manage the hectic daily baby routine" states MAM 

managing director Peter Röhrig. This makes feeding management easy for women who know what life is about.  
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Contents and RRP: 

The Manual Breast Pump pack comes with Pump, 130ml and 160ml Anti Colic Self-Sterilizing Bottles, Sealing 

Disc’s to turn your bottles into storage containers, extra teats and an instruction DVD on the Manual Breast Pump 

and general Breast feeding advice. Sold at: Amazone.co.uk, Kiddicare.com and www.mamonlineshop.com RRP: 

£35.75 / €39.99 

Silk Teat:  

MAM’s patented Silk Teat® is silicone with a difference: it’s silky soft. No other silicone feels softer. Easy switching 

between mum and MAM thanks to the unique teat  

 

For further questions and information, please contact: 

Natalie Harrison 
MAM (UK) Ltd, Gerald House, 2b Claremont Road, Teddington, TW11 8DG, U.K. 
Phone: 020 8943 8880 Fax: 020 8943 8881  
E-Mail: natalieharrison@mamuk.com  
 
www.mambaby.com 
www.facebook.com/mambabyuk 
www.mambaby.co.uk/MAM1.mov 
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